SPONSORSHIP PACKAGE FOR POAC’15

POAC, The International Conference on Port and Ocean Engineering under Arctic Conditions, began in 1971 and since then, it has been held every two years at different international venues.

The objective of POAC is to improve knowledge of ice-related problems by having scientists and engineers discuss and exchange ideas on relevant topics. Over the years, POAC has been the mainstay of Arctic engineering conferences. In fact, POAC is the only Arctic conference that covers both the design aspects and scientific background of Arctic ports, ships, structures and operations.

POAC’15 will be held at the NTNU Gløshaugen campus in Trondheim, Norway. The dates for the conference are June 14-18, 2015. This is the fourth POAC hosted in Trondheim, the earlier ones were in 1971, 1979 and 2003. POAC’15 will take place at NTNU Gløshaugen Campus in Trondheim, located close to the centre, only 15 minutes walking from downtown. Gløshaugen is also home to NTNU’s first building, the Hovedbygningen, completed in 1910. Most of the NTNU science and engineering buildings are located at Gløshaugen. The conference venue will be the Elektro E building. We expect between 200 and 250 participants.

The POAC’15 webpage is at www.ntnu.edu/poac15, where updated information about the conference can be found. POAC’15 offers an opportunity for your organization to meet the leading specialists on Arctic technology and engineering. The conference has a sponsorship package, which includes:

- Poster stand and a table for company material in the conference exhibition area where, e.g. coffee breaks will take place,
- Visibility in form of logos at the conference webpage and conference material,
- Possibility to include company brochures in the conference material, and
- One free participant fee in the conference.

The cost of the sponsorship package is 50000 NOK (6000 €). The Local Organizing Committee of POAC’15 is also ready to discuss about tailored sponsorship packages.

The deadline for sponsorship decisions is end of April 2015 and the relevant company material should be available in the end of May 2015. However, visibility at the conference webpage can be arranged immediately after an agreement on sponsorship.

More information can be obtained from the POAC President Sveinung Løset (sveinung.loset@ntnu.no, +47 90755750) and sponsorship coordinator POAC’15 Mª Azucena Gutierrez Glez. (mariaazucena.gutierrez@ntnu.no, +47 91897745)

Welcome to POAC’15 and hope you find this sponsorship package interesting.
Sveinung Løset & Mª Azucena Gutierrez Glez.,
for The Local Organizing Committee of POAC